A Conceptual Generalized Nets Immunological Model for Agent based Exploration of Unknown Environment
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Abstract: Exploration of unknown environment in general is a very broad area, which in the current paper is addressed more to the agent based idea and robotics. As far as the agent and its further development – multiagent modus resembles real social systems the interaction between agents could benefit from the natural mechanisms like immune system. The paper presents a conceptual model for exploration of unknown environment, which extends the immune networks' idea with some self-immunization by means of dynamic anti-body generation with application both in mobile and i-mobile robotics (Smart Homes) modeling and control, maintaining practical benefits like energy saving. The model is described in terms of the Generalized Nets Theory, thus providing a convenient and natural environment for agent-based modeling.
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Introduction

The unknown environment exploration and path-planning tasks have always been interesting for Artificial Intelligence and Robotics [13, 35]. Naturally, the broad meaning of this notion could be rather different, so in the present paper we basically address to mobile agents and hazardous places exploration either on the Earth, or in other planets in the Space where a complete or enough accurate map and GPS navigation is not available or not applicable, so the heuristic solutions are preferable.

Another interesting field for exploration are the i-mobile robots (Smart Homes) where an environment, which is capable to react “intelligently” by predicting and taking autonomous decisions, is presumed. However in Smart Homes the uncertainty is also considered to be important by means of different task decision, including energy saving [10, 16].

Generally, it should be noted that the notion “Smart Homes” supposes an environment, which is capable to react “intelligently” by predicting and taking autonomous decisions. From a computational perspective there is a natural association between such expected functionality and the uncertainty coping.
In Smart Homes the robots could create Building Information Models (BIM) – raster scans of building interiors that include the walls as well as all the building contents. As soon as the BIM are built, mobile robots can drive autonomously in the space and may be used in tasks like: emergency response and architecture verification. Since the robot knows where it is, it can monitor any sensor readings and actions in time and space. For example, robots can scan the interior of a building; take temperature readings and thus facilities the control of energy consumption. The kiosk-style robots can guide visitors during the day, handles security at night etc.

Being on the network, robots can interact with electronic doors, elevators and access control systems. They can also notify the building control system if they encounter conditions that require immediate action. Most of the autonomous robots can perform multiple functions simultaneously.

BIM can also be integrated with Geographical Information Systems (GIS) for providing of local and global information on the performance of facility assets inside and outside of buildings.

As far as the solution of these tasks practically requires resources, which could be non-retrievable in some cases, and in other require dynamics specialization, the ideas for self-healing and multiagent based approaches could emerged for applicability [6, 20, 38].

Naturally, these ideas open a vast field for research in the Artificial Intelligence (AI) area during the last several decades and presented ideas like: “artificial life”, “multiagent systems”, “distributed problem solving” and many others [35], which of course are only a mere reflection of the real world but at the same time have given a good model-based approach for research in the area of unknown environment exploration with robots, i.e. a peculiar solution for practical validation and correction of the developed models with real application apart of the “in silico” computer simulations.

The agent based approach for modeling and its hardware projection in robotics for solving the task of unknown or partially known environment exploration, could be investigated from many projections. In fact this approach resembles the natural living creatures’ mechanisms for common existence in: swarms, schools, flocks, packs, colonies and even societies by using organizational approaches like: prominence and negotiations [38].

So the nature of agent and multiagent based modeling could allow a native inclusion of immunology and immune networks [7-9, 11, 12, 14, 15, 17-19, 21, 31, 34, 39, 40] by means of modeling of different mechanisms like: self-healing, self-immunization, natural distribution and internal/external environment communication.

This in fact allows a goal-oriented projection of the real world complexity by means of General System Theory (GST) [5] and a reasonable attempt for usages of natural experience in coping with artificially generated problems/solutions (like AI and robots), imposed back to nature (like unknown environment navigation/exploration). Here it should be noted that GST in its multiagent context could mathematically implement the Non-linear Dynamics [32, 33] but in this case, it is not able to completely explain and in general to control the developed systems’ instability and uncertainty. In fact this approach allows only limited solution for preliminary defined boundary conditions and in the rest of interesting situations refers to statistical methods. This however gives a quite narrow model application, which could be
heuristically extended with the help of immune networks inclusion in the agent/multiagent based modeling and Entity-Relationship machine interpretation with Generalized Petri Nets [2] (or just Generalized Nets – GNs), which for more then 25 years have been developed as a theory with a lot of interdisciplinary applications [1, 4] including agent based modeling and robotics [24-29].

The present paper will demonstrate a conceptual GN model for agent-based exploration of unknown environment that implements the multiagent based modeling concept and immune networks inclusion in the agents’ behavior and intelligence.

Related work

The unknown environment exploration with agents and robots is discussed in details in [29]. Apart of this mobile and i-mobile robotics (Smart Homes) suppose an environment, which is capable to react “intelligently” under uncertainty [10, 16]. Here it would be briefly noted that generally this process could be realized with many different approaches like: dead-reckoning, GPS, GIS, maps usage and building, referred to SLAM problem solving, Kalman filtering, path-planning algorithms development, grid-worlds studying and even random search. However the most fundamental difference is the information for the environment in itself, i.e. the exploration of the unknown environment under different uncertainty, which practically is the key problem in general. Regarding this the uncertainty in itself could be coped in different ways: fuzzy sets [42], intuitionistic fuzzy sets and other fuzzy sets modifications [3], probabilities and statistics, Non-liner Dynamics and its measures [32], Belief Networks, non-probabilistic and paradoxical reasoning, etc. [35-37]. What however is addressing in detail the current paper are the publications which utilize a reflexive behavior of agents [7, 21, 24, 40].

The new element, which the authors want to note in the present paper, is related to the immune mechanism implemented in their agents. Similar to [40] the present idea is assuming an agent-based approach, which also includes a modified artificial immune networks’ approach described in GN terms.

In the next paragraph a few remarks on the artificial immune networks will be given.

Materials and methods

Short remarks on immune networks

According to [34] the role of the immune system for high-order multicellular living organisms is protection from foreign substances such as viruses, bacteria, other parasites and mutated own cells generalized under the notion “antigens”. The body identifies invading antigens through two inter-related systems: the innate immune system and the adaptive immune system. A major difference between these two systems is that adaptive cells are more antigen-specific and have greater memory capacity than innate cells. Both systems depend upon the activity of white blood cells where the innate immunity is mediated mainly by phagocytes, and the adaptive immunity is mediated by lymphocytes.

Phagocytes possess the capability of ingesting and digesting several microorganisms and antigenic particles on contact. The adaptive immune system uses lymphocytes that can quickly change in order to destroy antigens that have entered the bloodstream.

Lymphocytes are responsible for the recognition and elimination of the antigens. They usually become active when there is some kind of interaction with an antigenic stimulus leading to the activation and proliferation of the lymphocytes. Two main types of lymphocytes, namely
B-cells and T-cells, play a remarkable role in both immunities. When an antigen (a foreign body) invades the human body, only a few of these immune cells can recognize the invader.

As far as the complete mechanisms of work in the living creatures immune system are much more complicated and probably not completely studied yet, in the present paper we have adopted the idea of “artificial immune systems”, [11, 15, 39] which have many interesting applications [12] and is suitable enough for our further considerations.

The idiotypic network hypothesis, assumed here was proposed in [19] and is based on the concept that lymphocytes are not isolated, but communicate with each other through interaction among antibodies. B-lymphocytes have specific chemical structure and produce “Y” shaped antibodies. The antibody recognizes an antigen like a key and lock relationship. According to [18] the structure of the antigen and the antibody could be represented in the way shown on Fig. 1, where the part of the antigen recognized by the antibody is called “epitope”, and the part of the antibody that recognizes the corresponding antigen determinant is called “paratope”. The antigenic characteristic of the antibody is called “idiotope”.

Antibodies stimulate and suppress each other by the idiotope-paratope connections and thus form a large-scaled network. The idiotypic network theory is usually modeled with differential equations simulating the dynamics of lymphocytes [14].

In the field of AI and especially in robotics a dynamic decentralized behavior arbitration mechanism based on immune networks was developed for collision-free goal following behavior and a garbage-collecting problem [17, 40, 41].

In this approach the “intelligence” is expected to emerge from interactions among agents (competence modules) and between the agent (robot) and its environment.

![Fig. 1 Structure of an artificial immune network after [18]](image-url)
Some examples of artificial immune systems applications are, e.g. the dynamic antibody selection mechanisms and the artificial immune navigation and system identification [9, 39-41].

Both applications however suffer from generalization because of the differential equations mathematical model usage in determining of the antibodies concentration dynamics. The proposed solution in the present paper is more general, but heuristic and assumes a logical process modeling with Generalized Nets Theory.

In the next paragraph, short remarks on GNs Theory will be given.

Short remarks on Generalized Nets theory
Generalized Petri Nets Theory (or just Generalized Nets Theory), has been developed and tested for more then 25 years. GNs are flexible and convenient tool for description, modeling and simulation of different areas of our everyday life, including Artificial Intelligence [1, 2, 4, 13, 35]. Compared to Petri Nets, GNs offer more suitable modeling environment by means of deadlock situation break and knowledge representation power. The key reason for this is the Entity-Relationship (E-R) paradigm used in GNs knowledge representation, which strongly contrasts with the Petri Nets hierarchical organization.

The basic building elements of GNs are: transitions, places, tokens and predicate matrices. The full family of symbols and signatures utilized in GNs could be found in [2]. In this paper we have selected the reduced GNs, so the model uses three main symbolic notations: the Latin letter $Z$ (denotes a transition) followed by an Arabic number, that indexes this transition, (e.g. $Z_i$ or $Z_{i,j}$, for the first or for the $i$-th transition in the GN, where: $i$ is a natural number, i.e. $i \in N$), the Latin letter $l$ (denotes an input or output place in accordance with its position: left – input place, right – output place), also followed by an index (e.g. $l_i$ for the the $i$-th place in the GN, $i \in N$) and the indexed Latin letter $r$ (e.g. $r_i$ for the $i$-th matrix in the GN, $i \in N$), which denotes the predicate matrix of a transition. The links between the transitions are based on the notion that input places of one transition could be output places of another or vice versa. The main idea of GNs work is to move virtual tokens among the net (from input to output places or sometimes vice versa), satisfying the conditions of the predicate matrices of the included in the net transitions and keeping track of the obtained tokens’ characteristics.

The conceptual Generalized Nets immunological model for agent-based exploration of unknown environment
In this section the conceptual Generalized Nets immunological model for agent-based exploration of unknown environment (or briefly – conceptual immune GN model) will be described in GNs’ terms. The model is depicted in Fig. 2.

Model idea
As it is clear from Fig. 2 the conceptual immune GN model consists of several transitions denoted as follows: $Z_{i,j}$ ($i = 1, 2, \ldots, n, n \in N$), that represent the preliminary available agent’s antibodies, according to the idiotypic network model [19], however the transition $Z_2$ makes the difference in our model, representing a immune brain stem module, which is capable to gather information from the antibodies in accordance with their reaction to the external antigens (which in the present case are simple external environment characteristics like: light, radiation, temperature, humidity, other detectable objects’ proximity, etc.)
This immune brain stem is responsible for antibodies $Z_{1,i}$ information history, update and further delivering to the agent’s controller ($Z_3$) and effectors ($Z_4$) elements. Here it should be noted that there is a key difference in our model from the idiotypic network ones, because the present one is providing dynamics for both information fusion and antibodies evolution emerging into a hybrid combination of initial phagocytes based innate immune system and an adaptive immune system realized on the basis of multiagent based antibodies controlled with prominence from a immune brain stem module, which is able to self-immunize the model from new unknown external antigens.

**Model elements**

Transition $Z_{1,i}$ ($i = 1, 2, ..., n, n \in \mathbb{N}$) has the following structure:

$$Z_{1,i} = \langle \{l_{1,i}, l_{4,i}, l_{3,i}\}, \{l_{2,i}, l_{3,i}, l_{11,i}\}, r_{1,i}, (l_{1,i}, l_{3,i}) \rangle,$$

where

$$r_{1,i} = \begin{pmatrix}
    l_{2,i} & l_{3,i} & l_{11,i} \\
    l_{1,i} & false & W_{1,i,3,i} & false \\
    l_{4,i} & false & W_{4,i,3,i} & false \\
    l_{5,i} & W_{3,i,2,i} & true & W_{3,i,11,i}
\end{pmatrix}$$

and

- $W_{1,i,3,i} = “there is an external antigen influence to the agent”$;
- $W_{3,i,2,i} = “X_1^{a_i} = X_0^{a_i}”$;
- $W_{3,i,11,i} = ¬W_{3,i,2,i}$;
- $W_{4,i,3,i} = “tokens a_{1,i} are in places l_{4,i}”$;
- $W_{6,4,i} = “antibody Z_{1,i} code supplement is available”$. 

Fig. 2 The conceptual Generalized Net immunological model for agent-based exploration of unknown environment
Transition Z$_2$ has the following structure:

$$Z_2 = \langle \{l_{2,j}, l_{11,j}, l_6\}, \{l_4, l_5, l_6\}, r_2, \lor (l_{2,j}, l_{11,j}, l_6) \rangle,$$

where

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>$l_{4,j}$</th>
<th>$l_5$</th>
<th>$l_6$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$l_{2,j}$</td>
<td>false</td>
<td>false</td>
<td>$W_{2,j,6}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$l_{11,j}$</td>
<td>false</td>
<td>false</td>
<td>$W_{11,j,6}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$l_6$</td>
<td>$W_{6,4,j}$</td>
<td>$W_{6,5}$</td>
<td>true</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

and

- $W_{2,j,6} =$ “tokens $\alpha_{1,j}$ are in place $l_{2,j}$”;
- $W_{11,j,6} = \neg W_{2,j,6}$;
- $W_{6,4,j} =$ “antibody $Z_{1,j}$ code supplement is available”;
- $W_{6,5} = \neg W_{6,4,j}$.

Transition Z$_3$ has the following structure:

$$Z_3 = \langle \{l_5, l_8, l_9\}, \{l_7, l_8\}, r_3, \lor (l_5, l_8) \rangle,$$

where

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>$l_7$</th>
<th>$l_8$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$l_5$</td>
<td>false</td>
<td>$W_{5,8}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$l_8$</td>
<td>$W_{8,7}$</td>
<td>true</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$l_9$</td>
<td>false</td>
<td>$W_{9,8}$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

and

- $W_{5,8} =$ “token $\alpha_3$ is in place $l_5$”;
- $W_{8,7} =$ “token $\delta_1$ is in place $l_8$”;
- $W_{9,8} =$ “token $\delta_1$ is in place $l_9$”.

Transition Z$_4$ has the following structure:

$$Z_4 = \langle \{l_7, l_{10}\}, \{l_9, l_{10}\}, r_4, \lor (l_7, l_{10}) \rangle,$$

where

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>$l_7$</th>
<th>$l_{10}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$l_9$</td>
<td>false</td>
<td>$W_{7,10}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$l_{10}$</td>
<td>$W_{10,9}$</td>
<td>true</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

and

- $W_{7,10} = W_{7,10} =$ “$X_0^\varepsilon \neq X_0^{\delta_1}$”;
- $W_{10,9} =$ “$X_1^\varepsilon \neq X_0^{\delta_1}$.”
Model work

The presented conceptual Generalized Nets immunological model for agent-based exploration of unknown environment work is demonstrated into six steps (defining one loop from the model work), reiterating this steps after the end of Step 6, again from Step 1 and assuming that during the new iteration, tokens which are entering the model are united with the existing ones from the previous loop and keeping the loop history in the new tokens characteristics.

Step 1: Tokens $\alpha_{i,j}$ enter places $l_{i,j}$ ($i = 1, 2, \ldots, n, n \in \mathbb{N}$) with initial characteristics $X_0^{a_{i,j}} = \text{"external antigen code";}$ tokens $\alpha_{2,i}$ enter places $l_{3,j}$ with initial characteristics $X_0^{a_{2,j}} = \text{"antibody Z_{1,j} code";}$ token $\beta$ enters place $l_6$ with initial characteristic $X_0^\beta = \text{"agent’s known antibodies codes";}$ token $\delta$ enters place $l_8$ with initial characteristic $X_0^\delta = \text{"agent’s controller initial status";}$ and token $\varepsilon$ enter place $l_{10}$ with initial characteristic $X_0^\varepsilon = \text{"agent’s effectors initial status"}.$

Step 2: Tokens $\alpha_{i,j}$ enter places $l_{3,j}$ if $W_{1,i,3,j} = \text{"there is an external antigen influence to the agent";}$ is true, $X_1^{a_{i,j}} = X_0^{a_{i,j}}$; token $\delta$ is divided into two tokens: $\delta$ (stays at place $l_8$) and $\delta_1$, enters place $l_7$ with new characteristic $X_0^\delta_1 = \text{"agent’s effectors desired status";}$ if $W_{8,7}$ = “token $\delta_1$ is in place $l_8$” is true.

Step 3: Tokens $\alpha_{i,j}$ enter places $l_{2,j}$ if $W_{3,i,2,j} = \text{"X}_1^{a_{i,j}} = X_0^{a_{2,j}}"$ is true otherwise they enter places $l_{11,i}$ if $W_{3,i,11,j} = \neg W_{3,i,2,j};$ token $\delta_1$ enters place $l_{10}$ if $W_{7,10} = \text{"X}_0^\varepsilon \neq X_0^\delta_i"$ is true; $X_1^\varepsilon = \text{"agent’s effectors current status"}.$

Step 4: Tokens $\alpha_{i,j}$ from place $l_{2,j}$ enter place $l_6$ if $W_{2,i,6} = \text{"tokens } \alpha_{i,j} \text{ are in place } l_{2,j};"$ is true, otherwise, on this step, tokens $\alpha_{i,j}$ from $l_{11,i}$ enter place $l_6$ if $W_{11,i,6} = \neg W_{2,i,6}$ and token $\beta$ obtains the new characteristic $X_1^\beta = \text{"updated agent’s known antibodies codes";}$ token $\delta_1$ enters place $l_9$ if $W_{10,9} = \text{"X}_1^\varepsilon \neq X_0^\delta_i"$ is true; $X_1^\delta_i = \text{"agent’s effectors current/desired status difference"}.$

Step 5: Tokens $\alpha_{i,j}$ enter place $l_{4,j}$ if $W_{6,4,j} = \text{"antibody Z_{1,j} code supplement is available";}$ is true, otherwise they unite into token $\alpha_3$ and enter place $l_5$ if $W_{6,5} = \neg W_{6,4,j}$ is true, $X_0^{a_{2,j}} = \text{"agent’s controller new status";}$; token $\delta_1$ enters place $l_8$ if $W_{9,8} = \text{"token } \delta_1 \text{ is in place } l_8;"$ is true, $X_1^\delta_i = \text{"agent’s effectors current status"}.$

Step 6: Token $\alpha_3$ enters place $l_8$ if $W_{5,8} = \text{"token } \alpha_3 \text{ is in place } l_5;"$ $X_1^{a_{2,j}} = \text{"agent’s controller new status";}$; tokens $\alpha_{1,j}$ enter places $l_{5,j}$ where they unite with tokens $\alpha_{2,i}$, giving them new characteristic $X_1^{a_{2,j}} = \text{"antibody Z_{1,j} updated code";}$ if $W_{4,i,3,j} = \text{"tokens } \alpha_{1,j} \text{ are in places } l_{4,j};"$ is true.
Discussion

The revealed in the present paper “Conceptual Generalized Nets Immunological Model for Agent based Exploration of Unknown Environment” is an ad-hoc principal approach for exploration of unknown environment, which extends the immune network idea with some self-immunization by means of dynamic anti-body generation based on centralized multiagents concepts for control.

As far as the predicates used in the present model are coping with uncertainty by means of measuring differences between antigens, antibodies and effector states an implementation of fuzzy sets and intuitionistic fuzzy sets is also applicable by means of their evaluation [2, 3]. Additionally, the flexiblily of GNs allows easy model modifications via operators [2] and the inclusion of already existing GN models (see e.g. [24-29]) for augmenting the present model capabilities and utilization of the miultiagent based approach, which in fact, combined with the uncertainty coping (see e.g. [22, 23, 30]) produce a powerful heuristic modeling environment based on GNs and nature immunology principles [34].

The authors’ future plans for development are related to practical implementations in both mobile and i-mobile robotics (Smart Homes) GN models for resources control (like energy, water, light, etc.), uncertainty coping and immune networks.
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